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5. Proof of Theorem 1. At first we note that once (2.1), (4.1),
and (4) in Lemma 2 are established Theorem 1 can be proved by
arguments parallel with them in 1. Let V(N ) and U(0) be neighborhoods of N and =0 respectively in which both (2.1) and (4.1)
are verified. For any N V(N ) and x e U(0) fixed, and u e C0(U(0)),
multiplying (-irN), which is a translation of Fourier transform
of u, the both sides of (2.1) and (4.1), and applying Parseval formula,
we obtain
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(_)

(5.1)

where (x, N) is

]2 exp (2r(x, N}) dx

I N I P(x, D)u
xN.

exp (2r(x,

dx, *

To replace the weight function exp((x,N)) by exp((x)) in
the above, we use a partition of unity designed by HSrmander so
that in each corresponding neighborhood (x)is almost equal to a
linear function. That is:
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On a suort of 0(), p()N()+(-, No)Np()+r holds
1 and
where N equals to grad p(). hen for
C-ex (2)C,
D=ex (2)D, we get

r>,

* So far as we can avoid confusion, we use the same letters D, C, etc. for other
constants.
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(5.3)
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exp (2r?(x)) dx

and we denote the corresponding inequality to (5.2) by (5.4). We note
here the 2nd term in the right of (5.3) can be transfered to the left
by (4.9) by choosing r large properly. Now we choose a neighborhood

U(O)--

" 1<

to satisfy the followings by taking a small

<1, (b) U-U(O)U(O), (e)if sU, grad o()eV(N"), (d)i grad
p()-grad ,(0)I<& Prom I (2) and (a), for in the suort of 0.()
we get

=

(Po(x, D)--Po(x, D))% C
D"u
and for P(x, D) we get one, of which the right is replacet
and call it (5.6). From (d) we get

(5.5)

by

N ]-- grad (x) < 3&
By this and (5.6), (5.5), we can derive the nexts from (5.3) and (5.4)
by choosing r so large that Cr>2, Dr>2, hold.
(5.7)
N N
Duo exp (2rf())d
< j.]P:)(x, 9)%
+()P2(x, D)u +()

exp (2r(x))dx.

E D% } exp (2:V,(x)) dx.

In what follows Po(x, D), P)(x, D) and exp (2r(x)) are shortened
to P0, P)and E(2r) respectively. To sum up with respect to g
in the left of (5.7) and (5.8), we can use the estimate ]D"u(x)]
In the right we shall apply (4) of Lemma 2 for
g2’+[D"uq(x)[
g
them. Setting t.=g, t--...--t=g in T(u, u) of Lemma 2 we
denote T(u, u) by A(u, u),
A(u, u) by B(u, u) and T(Pou, Pou) by
A. By Leibniz formula we get

.

PE)u

(5.9)

P("+)u

.

where fl* is (0, fl,..., fin), and setting a--0 and using (4) of Lemma 2,
we get for a constant C

f

(.o)
=z(e) d C
IPo=,
g
For -(0, 0,..., I, 0,..., O) we get

{A+A ("A,_
"=
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j=l

Thus we get

(5.13)
and

(5.14)

,AI_ ___<D(ra) -1
j=l

J

A+A ,AI__A_ 1/2.
.=1

]

On the other hand we can easily obtained
r(1 + r)A_: E CA
(5.15)
for ueC:(U(O)) which is due to Lemma of 1.
From above three estimates we can derive
(5.16)
A E C(1 + r)A
if <3o and r>M are satisfied for constants a0 and MI. This
derivation is almost same as that in [1, so we omit here. For any
a such that a" m[ < 1 is satisfied, a" m E 1-- is also satisfied with

m

some j. Hence there is a multi-integer p k0 such that

1
a’mI--l--

--Ip’mI is satisfied. Then by repeated application of (5.15) we get
for u e C(U(0))
A_.
r[(l+r) [ ID’uE(2r)dxEC
(5.17)
j=l
mj
Combining (5.15), (5.16), (5.17), and

get

f ID ul E<2

mo(1----]a’m)glp
1,Ddx CA

we

for usC(U(O)).

Considering the form of the lower order terms Q(x, D) of P(x, D),
we can P0(, D) in A by P(, D) bY taking r large properly. From
these (3.1) of Theorem 1 is immediately obtained.
Theorem 2 can be derived from (3.1) of Theorem 1 by usual
arguments. And other theorems are obtained similarly to 13.
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